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Virtuoso is  giving its  advisors  more tech capabilities . Image credit: Virtuoso

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

High-end hospitality network Virtuoso is adding to its leadership team by appointing Travis McElfresh as its senior
vice president of technology.

Mr. McElfresh will be responsible for product management, software engineering, IT  operations, business
intelligence and data services. Virtuoso has been ramping up its online offerings for both advisors and members as
affluents become more interested in experiential travel.

Virtuoso tech team
Mr. McElfresh joins Virtuoso after a stint at luxury department store Nordstrom, where he served in the same role.
Previously, he held technology positions at Miscrosoft, MSNBC.com and Mindbloom.

He will be based in Virtuoso's Seattle office and lead a time of 75 employees.

Travis McElfresh will be the senior vice president of technology at Virtuoso. Image credit: Virtuoso

"It's  a rare event when you're able to align your career with your personal passion," said Mr. McElfresh in a
statement. "Virtuoso offered me an ideal combination: the opportunity to learn a new industry, the ability to explore
my own love of travel and the chance to utilize my years of experience to help drive the company's digital
transformation.

"More importantly, Virtuoso is an organization with a strong company culture built on the ethos of human
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connection," he said. "That may sound counterintuitive coming from a tech guy, but I'm excited to lead technology
for a business that uses it to enhance and not replace people."

Earlier this year, Virtuoso introduced a new planning devoted to clients' long-term travel goals.

Virtuoso's Wanderlist buttresses the relationship between advisor and client with a new visual tool for planning
dream trips. Instead of focusing on one trip at a time, Wanderlist provides a future view and encourages clients to be
more involved in the planning process.

Virtuoso plans for Wanderlist to function as a custom travel portfolio. The hospitality brand was originally inspired
by how financial advisors use their personal experience and new technology to better shape their clients' priorities
(see story).
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